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Supporting research at PCOM is one of the core missions of the PCOM Library. 
Librarians have been leaders in the movement for expanded sharing of scholarship. 
Scholarly publishing is undergoing fundamental transformations and the PCOM Library 
wants to help you understand how these changes impact your scholarly endeavors. Here 
are some resources and ideas that can assist faculty, staff, and students with scholarly 
publishing and data management. 
Managing Your Intellectual Property 
Managing your own copyright as an author is crucial to retaining important rights to 
copy, reuse, and post your scholarship online. Publication agreements often require 
authors to give up all or many of their intellectual property rights as a condition of 
publication.  Your library liaison can talk with you about your rights as author and point 
you to an author addendum to use when publishing to help retain certain copyrights such 
as the right to distribute your work to your students and to deposit it in an online 
repository such as the Digital Commons. Understanding copyright and using tools such 
as an author addendum can help you negotiate with publishers to retain as many of your 
rights as possible. 
Digital Commons 
An electronic archive that showcases the college’s community-engaged scholarly and 
creative works, encompassing student theses and dissertations, faculty research, 
histories, outreach programs and events. Utilizing the IR provides electronic 
preservation and persistent access worldwide. 
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Open Access Publishing 
Open Access is a publications funding model that does not charge readers or their 
institutions for access. Users have the right to "read, download, copy, distribute, print, 
search, or link to the full texts of these articles."  
 
Beware of predatory publishers. These journals exploit the open access models of 
publishing. They are known to accept articles quickly with little or no peer review or 
quality control, notify academics of article fees only after papers are accepted, and 
aggressively campaign for academics, both students and faculty, to submit articles or 
serve on editorial boards. 
 
PCOM Librarians can help you identify open access journals in your field that are peer-
reviewed and well-regarded. 
Why Data Management? 
• Increase the visibility of your research. 
• Save time by planning.  
• Preserve your unique contribution to research. 
• Meet grant requirements. 
• Facilitate new discoveries. 
• Support Open Access. 
Taking Action: Steps for Authors 
1. Increase the impact of your work by depositing a digital copy in Digital Commons.  
2. Try to retain copyright and control of your own scholarship. 
3. Consider publishing in an open access venue. 
4. Research your journal before publishing to decide if it represents a sustainable 
publishing model. 
5. Visit the Author Rights Subject Guide - http://libguides.pcom.edu/author_rights 
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Key Resources 
The Scholar's Copyright Addendum Engine will help you generate a PDF form that 
you can attach to a journal publisher's copyright agreement to ensure that you retain 
certain rights. 
 
SHERPA/RoMEO is a site to find a summary of permissions that are normally given as 
part of different publishers' copyright transfer agreements. 
 
The Columbia Copyright Advisory Office is a well organized site that covers a wide 
range of copyright issues, including publication agreements. 
 
The Stanford Copyright and Fair Use Guide covers  all things copyright. 
 
Crash Course in Copyright Tutorial on copyright created by Georgia Harper, 
University of Texas System. 
 
Author Rights (PDF) is a SPARC brochure on author rights and the use of the author's 
addendum. 
 
Directory of Open Access Journals is a list of open access journals that must meet 
strict criteria to qualify for listing. 
 
Membership in the Open Access Scholarly Publishers Association means that the 
publisher is bound by a code of conduct based on standard publishing practices and 
transparency. 
